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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Installing security applications is a common way to protect against malicious apps, phishing emails,
and other threats in mobile operating systems. While these applications can provide essential
security protections, they also tend to access large amounts of people’s sensitive information.
Therefore, individuals need to evaluate the trade-oﬀ between the security features and the
privacy invasion when deciding on which protection mechanisms to use. In this paper, we
examine factors aﬀecting the willingness to install mobile security applications by taking into
account the invasion levels and security features of cyber-security applications. To this end, we
propose a visual language that depicts the coverage of diﬀerent security features as well as
privacy intrusiveness levels. Our user study (n=300) shows that users assessing security
applications ﬁnd their trade-oﬀ balance in highly secure apps with a medium level of privacy
invasion. The results indicate that a low privacy invasion might signal that the security
application provides less security. We discuss these ﬁndings in the context of understanding the
trade-oﬀ between privacy and security.
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1. Introduction
Smart mobile devices are quickly becoming essential to
daily life, trusted by users to hold everything from contacts and appointments to banking and retail transactions. At the same time, our dependence on these
devices brings new security challenges, such as device
hijack (Lala and Panda 2001) and Wiﬁ-based man-inthe-middle attacks (Suo et al. 2013). Smartphones are
also vulnerable to malicious software known as malware
that spread through various means, by attaching themselves to useful mobile applications (Hern 2015), transmitted via SMS/MMS or via web-browsing (Suo et al.
2013), and through data collection tools hidden within
smartphone apps (McCarthy 2009). As a result, people
have growing concerns about the security and privacy
of their mobile devices, including identity fraud and
leakage of personal information (Clarke et al. 2016).
Users’ awareness and ability to protect themselves in
mobile devices is still questionable (Clarke et al. 2016;
Koyuncu and Pusatli 2019). One of the common ways
for self-protection is by installing security applications
(or apps, as we henceforth will call them), which requires
an interaction with the user, including the acceptance of
the application’s conditions, and the application’s access
to sensitive information stored on the phone (Seneviratne 2018). Security apps often trace the identity of the
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users and access personally identiﬁable information
that can result in privacy risks (Toch et al. 2018). In particular, many security apps ask for extensive access to
activate their features, thus increasing their potential vulnerability (Felt et al. 2011). For example, microphone,
camera, and location permissions are usually requested
to activate anti-theft features (e.g. tracking the lost
device), while permissions related to call and SMS functionalities are asked to enable anti-phishing features
(Seneviratne 2018).
Privacy risks raise a severe challenge to both users and
developers of security systems: to ﬁnd a balance between
the security risks and privacy concerns. In many cases,
privacy concerns can lead users to refrain from the security systems and to use alternative channels (Dincelli and
Goel 2017). In the case of general mobile apps, people
make decisions about installing an app by weighting
the signals about the beneﬁts of installing the app versus
privacy concerns (Felt et al. 2011; Kelley et al. 2012; Di
Stefano et al. 2018; Henke, Joeckel, and Dogruel 2018;
Kummer and Schulte 2019). A recent study demonstrates that a privacy calculus is adopted by mobile app
users (Wottrich, van Reijmersdal, and Smit 2018). In
particular, this study has found that the value of a mobile
app (i.e. beneﬁt) trumps the costs (i.e.intrusiveness, privacy concerns). However, security apps are inherently
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diﬀerent than regular ones: they collect more information than regular apps, and by collecting more information, they have better potential of protecting the user
against outside threats. For instance, if a security app
needs to protect against phishing text messages, it
needs to access the communication information stored
on the device. Therefore, there is a gap in understanding
how users make decisions about cyber-security apps,
which may pose an utterly new trade-oﬀ to users.
In this paper, we aim at identifying the key factors that
aﬀect mobile users’ intentions to install security applications. For this purpose, we propose an innovative
approach that synthesises two well-known models, the
Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen 1991, 2002;
George 2004) and the Mobile Privacy-Security Knowledge
Gap (Crossler and Bélanger 2017). The two frameworks
are based on a wide set of well-established constructs of
attitudes, motivation and perceptions (see Table 1). However, these constructs didn’t consider an objective dimension of the actual privacy or security levels.
Our proposed model contributes to this by adding
objective factors of security and privacy levels as control
variables (i.e. Intervention). We have developed visualisation scores for mobile application security levels and
extended a privacy score for mobile apps (Kelley et al.
2012). We have investigated the eﬀects of these scores
on users’ willingness to install cyber-security apps in a
user study (n =300). Our results show that the intention
to install increases as more security features are oﬀered,
while users are willing to compromise on medium levels

of privacy intrusiveness. These results hold even when
controlling for security and privacy perceptions of the
user, personal experience regarding data breaches, attitude
towards sharing data with apps, and social norms. Our
ﬁndings may support practical implications both on
how users are provided with information regarding privacy invasion and security levels of cyber-security applications as well as in terms of regulations (see Section 6).
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows:
Section 2 presents the background of modelling security
and privacy behaviours, while Section 3 states our model
and research hypotheses. Furthermore, in Section 3, we
extensively describe the computation and visualisation
of security and privacy intrusiveness levels for cybersecurity apps of the research model. In Section 4, we present our methodology, while Section 5 describes the
obtained results. Finally, we discuss the ﬁndings and
draw some conclusions in Section 6.

2. Background
The distinction between privacy and security has been
investigated in several recent papers (Bansal 2017; Dincelli and Goel 2017; Crossler and Bélanger 2017; Dincelli,
Goel, and Warkentin 2017). While both privacy and
security describe risks to information, their focus is
diﬀerent. Information security focuses on ensuring the
protection of data from outside attackers, hackers, and
entities that were not part of the communication (Bansal
2017). In contrast, information privacy concentrates on

Table 1. Description of the dependent (DV) and independent (IV) variables and their source.
Construct
Intention (George 2004)
Attitudes (George 2004)

Motivation (Crossler and
Bélanger 2017)

Dimension

Description

Items

Intention
Security Attitudes

The willingness to install a security app
Feeling safe sharing data with an app

Privacy Attitudes

Importance of privacy preservation

Self Experience

Indirect/direct personal experience of improper
privacy intrusiveness
What my close friends/family think about
security apps
The extent an application can protect me
against hackers/viruses (per app)
The extent an app collects information about
me (per app)
Ability of managing apps, familiarity with
permission requests/countermeasures to selfprotect
Answering security/privacy questions

I1 (DV)
SA1(Malhotra, Kim, and Agarwal 2004; Acquisti and
Grossklags 2003)
PA1, PA3, PA4 (Malhotra, Kim, and Agarwal 2004) PA2
(Foltz, Newkirk, and Schwager 2016)
SE1, SE2 (Malhotra, Kim, and Agarwal 2004)

Norms
Perceptions (George
2004)

Perceived Security
Perceived Privacy

Perceived Behavioural
Control (George 2004)

Beliefs (similar to
Self-Eﬃcacy)
Knowledge

Intervention (Section 4.1)

Security

N1-N4 (George 2004)
PS1, PS2 (IV/DV) (Malhotra, Kim, and Agarwal 2004)
PP1 (IV/DV) (Malhotra, Kim, and Agarwal 2004)
Be1 (Ajzen 1991, 2002, Fishbein and Ajzen 1977) Be2, Be3
(Foltz, Newkirk, and Schwager 2016) Be4, Be5, Be6 (Sawaya
et al. 2017)
K1, K2, K3 (Sawaya et al. 2017) K4 (Malhotra, Kim,
and Agarwal 2004) K5, K6 (self developed based on common
knowledge)
Security & Privacy Invasion Level (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3 for
computations and see Figure 1 for design)

Level based on calculated security score (per
app)
Privacy Invasion
Level based on calculated privacy invasion
score (per app)
Notes: All the variables used in this study are presented. First column describes the construct each variable belongs to (e.g. Attitudes, Perceptions, etc.), the
second column lists the dimensions of the constructs, and the third column holds a description of each construct’s dimension. Finally, Items column contains
the exact variables abbreviation for the corresponding dimension. Each variable’s abbreviation (except those of the Intervention construct, which are calculated
in Section 3 for both Security and Privacy Invasion dimensions) corresponds to a question mapped in Appendix Table A1.
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Figure 1. The developed visualisations regarding Privacy Invasion and Security features for mobile security applications. The upper part
of the mock-ups holds the Privacy labelling visualisation, while the lower part of the mock-ups the Security labelling. The diﬀerent subﬁgures show an example of the designed experiment (Section 4) for a mobile security application: (a) Actual Privacy invasion level, and
(b) High Privacy invasion level, while both screens hold the same Security level. (a) Actual Privacy Invasion and (b) High Privacy Invasion.

adhering to information ﬂow norms in speciﬁc contexts
by parties that can be insiders to the communication
(Nissenbaum 2009). While the two concepts are intertwined, most existing works refer either to privacy or
to security concerns, thus producing two separate
research streams (Acquisti and Grossklags 2003; Jensen,
Potts, and Jensen 2005; Kelley, Cranor, and Sadeh 2013;
Chen et al. 2015; Crossler and Bélanger 2017; Kokolakis
2017; Chong et al. 2018; Xie, Fowler-Dawson, and Tvauri
2019).
Even though privacy and security concerns are known
to strongly impact user behaviour, the distinction
between these two constructs is highly contested (Bansal
2017). Some papers suggest that privacy and security are
perceived as the same construct by users (Casaló, Flavián, and Guinalíu 2007; McCole, Ramsey, and Williams
2010), while others suggest that these are two distinct
constructs (Dincelli and Goel 2017; Bansal 2017). For
example, Dincelli and Goel (2017) found that security
and privacy behaviours were inherently distinct and
were diﬀerently aﬀected by cultural characteristics and
by diﬀerent sets of factors. In the context of social
media monitoring and surveillance, people’s willingness
to share private information was aﬀected by sociodemographic variables and the security goal (Aldehoﬀ, Dankenbring, and Reuter 2019). Crossler and Bélanger
(2017) aimed to tie the privacy and security research

streams, pointing to the role of knowledge and skills in
users’ behaviours. In particular, they point to the security-privacy knowledge gap, which illustrates how people
understand the impacts of sharing information when
they deal with privacy or security-related decisions.
Mobile security apps provide a test case to assess these
theories and to understand the dynamics between protection from outside threats and the protectors
themselves.
Characterising the security-privacy relationship raises
several theoretical and methodological challenges. Contemporary theories of privacy emphasise the importance
of context in people’s privacy attitudes and behaviours
(Nissenbaum 2009). These attitudes and behaviours are
not static but rely on the context of the information
ﬂow, which includes the actors that receive the information, the type of data, and the transmission principles.
Extending this contextual approach to the privacy-security relationship requires us to understand how the context, or at least the most critical aspects of the context,
impact the relationship. As Crossler and Bélanger
(2017) notice, diﬀerences between privacy and security
aspects can be rooted either in the knowledge gap or
actual preferences of users. Users are often overconﬁdent
about their knowledge and skills over security (Kokolakis
2017), while their real understanding of security is somewhat limited (Jensen, Potts, and Jensen 2005).
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Meaningfully analysing those relations requires some
ways to control this gap.
From the methodological point of view, the existing
literature is based almost exclusively on surveys that
asked for people’s attitudes according to predeﬁned
questionnaires (Casaló, Flavián, and Guinalíu 2007; Bansal 2017; Dincelli and Goel 2017; Crossler and Bélanger
2017). Given this methodology, it is challenging to
understand how the context and intrusiveness level
impact this trade-oﬀ. Another gap relates to the domain
of the studied apps. Several works have looked at either
privacy or security in mobile environments (Jain and
Shanbhag 2012; Suo et al. 2013; Clarke et al. 2016; Perentis et al. 2017; Yao, Chuang, and Hsu 2018; Chong et al.
2018; Wolf, Kuber, and Aviv 2018), thus studying security apps provides a unique methodology to close the gap
in understanding the trade-oﬀ between privacy and
security in people’s decision-making processes.

3. Research model
3.1. Decision-making model
Our research framework aims at investigating the role
played by privacy and security perceptions as well as
by beliefs and knowledge in evaluating the trade-oﬀs
between privacy and security in mobile security apps.
The focus on this speciﬁc type of apps provides us with
two advantages. First, these applications introduce a
real trade-oﬀ between privacy and security as they access
large amounts of personal data (Toch et al. 2018). Therefore, they can serve as a realistic and concrete focus of
attention to gather users’ intentions. Second, the fact
that security applications collect various amounts of
data can help us analyse the impact of context and intrusiveness level on people’s intentions.
Two existing models inspire our work: (i) the Mobile
Privacy-Security Knowledge Gap Model (Crossler and
Bélanger 2017), and (ii) the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen 1991, 2002; George 2004). Our
approach integrates these two models, while also adding
additional control dimensions, including the beliefs and
knowledge about the fact that an individual may have the
opportunities and resources needed to engage in a given
behaviour (George 2004). This gap was deﬁned by Crossler and Bélanger (2017) as the gap between knowing how
to do something and believing to know the important
things to do for enabling a speciﬁc behaviour.
In our approach, users’ intentions to install cybersecurity apps are informed by their privacy and security perceptions regarding the characteristics of a particular app. We test the eﬀect of these perceptions
while controlling for general privacy and security

attitudes, security and privacy experience, knowledge,
beliefs, and the subjective norms about engaging in
the behaviour. To account for the knowledge gap and
the challenges users face in understanding what a
security application does, we are proposing a way to
visualise the privacy intrusiveness levels and the protection levels of the security apps.

3.2. Modelling security capabilities
Mobile security apps have diﬀerent levels of security and
diﬀerent levels of data permissions they ask to access to
provide their service (Yao, Chuang, and Hsu 2018). We
aim to model the variability of the cyber-security apps
under investigation, taking into account their security
and privacy intrusiveness levels. Security score calculation is based on the quantity and the importance of
the features, using data obtained from the av-comparatives.org report (AV-Comparatives, Mobile Security
Review 2015), which details the availability of products
that include security features such as Safe Browsing,
Remote Lock, On-install Scan, etc. To build the security
score we ﬁrst estimate the important factor for each of
the security features. Similarly to Yao, Chuang, and
Hsu (2018), we calculate the importance of feature ft,
which belongs to Security Category cat, by counting
the number of times found present among the security
apps. Speciﬁcally, for each feature ft of a Security Category cat and for each security application app, we
count the presence (1) or absence (0) of a feature, then
we divide by the total number of security apps app, as
shown in the following equation:
app
(Feature Presence ft,cat )i
Importance ft,cat = i=1
, (1)
#Security Apps
where Feature Presence = (1:Present/0:Non − Present)
Next, we estimate the security score for each security
category of each security application, while incorporating the contribution of each feature. Thus, we compute
the weighted average of a feature presence by using its
Importance as deﬁned in Equation (1). Finally, this quantity is divided by the sum of the Importance scores in this
category (e.g. Anti-Malware, Anti-Spam, Anti-Theft,
etc.) as shown in the following equation:
Security Category Scoreapp,cat
 ft
(Feature Presencei,cat × Importancei,cat )
= i=1
(2)
 ft
j=1 Importance j,cat
After calculating a score for each Security Category, we
simply calculate the overall Security Score per application by averaging the scores over the total number
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of security categories, as depicted in the following
equation:
cat
(Security Category Scoreapp,cat )i
Security Scoreapp = i=1
#Security Categories
(3)
3.3. Modelling privacy invasion
We model privacy invasion as the amount and the kind
of access an application requests. Often, granting access
to sensitive or other personal information (e.g. highgranularity location data, contact list, etc.) can serve a
given feature of a mobile application or advertising purposes. To model the actual setting of the mobile security
apps’ data permissions, we employ real data from Google
Play (Google Play Store 2019). We measure for each category the requested permissions in the following 15 data
type categories: (1) In-app Purchases, (2) Device & App
History, (3) Network Settings, (4) Identity, (5) Contacts,
(6) Location, (7) SMS, (8) Calendar, (9) Phone ID, (10)
Photos/Media/Files, (11) Storage, (12) Camera, (13)
Microphone, (14) WiFi connection info, and (15) Device
ID & Call info.
It is worth noting that for most of the data types more
than one permission exists. Moreover, some permissions
can only be viewed (e.g.Location), while others can be
only edited (e.g. Photos/Media/Files). Speciﬁcally, we assign
to each permission one of the following weights depending
on its permission access type: ‘0’ when the permission is not
collected; ‘1’ when the permission is collected and it is of
type read; ‘2’ when the permission is collected and it is of
type edit. Next, to simplify the presented information we
resort to the 15 permission categories assigning a unique
value by applying the following rule: Each permission category takes a ﬁnal permission access value based on the
maximum permission value observed in the relevant category. If at least one permission out of the whole category
(for example, Contacts) is edit, then the whole group (i.e.
Contacts) is characterised by edit.
We proceed now to compute the privacy invasion
scores taking into account the number of edits, views
and absence of collecting permission access types.
Note that out of the 15 categories, 3 of them are exactly
the same for all the apps (i.e. Storage, WiFi and Device
ID), therefore we exclude them from the computation.
Moreover, seven categories can take the value of edit,
while the maximum intrusiveness for ﬁve categories
can be view or not collecting. The ﬁnal Privacy Invasion Score per application is given by the following
equation:
Privacy Invasion Score = w1 × Edits + w2
× Views

(4)
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3.3.1. Visualisation
We developed a simple visualisation for the security
capabilities and privacy invasion of apps as depicted in
Figure 1. The visualisation presents the permissions the
security application requires to access (i.e. collect, read,
edit). Our visualisation is inspired by the work of Kelley,
Cranor, and Sadeh (2013), resorting to the same three
icons for the permissions, consisting of not collecting
, can view , and can edit , and we derive the type
from its category based on the privacy score computed
as described in Section 3.3. The aforementioned Privacy
labelling in the designed mock-up can be seen in the
upper part of Figure 1(a,b).
In a diﬀerent context, we visualise the security features
using shape and colour to express the notion of absence
of a feature , basic , advanced , and high . This
security labelling is shown in the lower part of the
designed mock-up, depicted in both sub-ﬁgures of Figure
1. We map the above-mentioned categories by using the
quantile range of the security score. The design of the
security labels is based on the data visualisation theory
showing that encodings with icon shapes are more eﬀective and may improve the understanding of the risk
involved (Nowell 1997). We also use colour-in-context
theory that exploits the strong link between colour and
psychological reasoning to enforce the communication
with the users (Elliot and Maier 2012).

3.4. Research hypotheses
Based on the security and privacy visualisations that subjects receive in our study, we formulate research hypotheses regarding: (i) privacy and security perceptions eﬀect
on the willingness to install cyber-security mechanisms
and (ii) apps’ privacy invasion and security level eﬀect
on user perceptions. In all our hypotheses we control
for well-known behavioural constructs such as security
and privacy attitudes, user motivation (i.e. self-experience of breaches and social norms in user environment)
and user knowledge and beliefs. Besides the aforementioned constructs, note that in H1 we also control for
the actual security and privacy invasion level of the
apps, while in H2 for the privacy invasion and security
perceptions, respectively.
.

H1: Security and Privacy Invasion Perceptions
– H1.1: Higher perceived security for a speciﬁc app
has a positive inﬂuence on the intention to install this
application;
– H1.2: Higher perceived privacy invasion for a
speciﬁc app has a negative inﬂuence on the intention
to install this application.
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.

H2: Security and Privacy Invasion Visualisation
– H2.1: Security perceptions per application will be
positively associated with the visualisation of security
levels;
– H2.2: Privacy perceptions per application will be
positively associated with the visualisation of privacy
invasion levels.

4. Methodology
4.1. Experimental design
The user study is based on a split-plot online experimental design. The core of this design is the creation of an
intervention that combines the mock-up visualisation
of Figure 1 with the calculated security and privacy invasion levels, computed in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3,
respectively into a randomised experiment. In the ﬁrst
part, all ( n =300) participants are presented with one
randomised set of six apps using the mock-ups of Figure
1 and asked for feedback regarding (i) intention to install
as well as (ii) privacy and (iii) security perceptions.
Speciﬁcally, half of the users (n=150) of the study
evaluated one set of six randomised apps, i.e. the green
set of Figure 2 by receiving six mock-ups of Actual Invasion shown in Figure 1(a). While the other half (n=150)
of the study evaluated another one set of six randomised
apps, i.e. the red set of Figure 2 by receiving six mock-ups
of High Invasion shown in Figure 1(b). In total the number of evaluated apps for all users (n=300) is 12. The
diﬀerence between those sets is explained in Figure 2,
where the ﬁrst (green set) assigns users to Actual Invasion group and the second set (red set) assigns users to
the High Invasion group. Note that the two sets present
the same levels of Security Level, but diﬀer in Privacy

Figure 2. Security and Privacy Invasion scores (levels) for diﬀerent privacy assignment groups of security apps. Note that the
security score is the same for both groups (x-axis). The diﬀerence
between groups is the privacy invasion. Levels for both dimensions are acquired by their actual quantile range.

Invasion level. The Actual Invasion set contains applications of varying levels of privacy invasion, while the
High Invasion set contains apps with the same three
levels of security but they are turned into high privacy
invasive apps. This enables us to create the Privacy
Assignment variable, used in all our models to control
for keeping the security level the same, but splitting
users into varying and high invasion privacy groups
will play a role on their decisions and perceptions.
For the Actual Invasion group (green circles in Figure
2) we have two apps for each category of the security
level: Low, Medium and High; while for privacy invasion
we have two apps for Low, three for Medium and one for
High. If we move our attention to the High Invasion
group (red triangles in Figure 2) we have the same security pairs as the ﬁrst set, but in terms of privacy invasion
they all belong to the High level. The experiment design
is counterbalanced among the participants: each participant is presented with the three privacy invasion and
three security levels. Thus, they yield nine potential combinations. However, we based our survey on real-world
applications, covering seven of these combinations. The
explanation for this is that the two combinations, namely
High security-Low privacy invasion and Low securityMedium privacy invasion, are not found in the commercial applications we analysed (see Figure 2).
The set of apps is validated in a pilot study among 30
participants to test if they have understood the meaning
of the labels. In the following subsection, we introduce
the questionnaires used in the study to collect the constructs information.
4.2. Variables and questionnaire
We use a set of 27 questions to represent the 5 constructs
with 9 dimensions, displayed in Table 1. The Intervention construct, consisting of the security and privacy
invasion dimensions, is not informed by any item question but by the computations of Sections 3.2 and 3.3,
respectively. Note that when we use the Intention to
Install as dependent variable (DV), we control for all
the other dimensions. In contrast, when we use Security
or Privacy Perceptions as DV we do not include as a predictor the Intention to Install variable, but we control for
all the rest. The full list of questions and the correspondent constructs and dimensions appear in Table A1 of
Appendix 1. Speciﬁcally, the questionnaire is composed
of two parts:
(1) An application-related questionnaire that refers to a
set of questions for each set (i.e. red or green) of
the six apps (Figure 2) regarding user security perceptions (PS1, PS2), privacy perceptions (PP1),
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and willingness to install security applications (I1).
In this way, the constructs of Perceptions and Intention listed in Table 1 are informed, respectively.
(2) An exit questionnaire (Appendix Table A1) referring
to a set of general questions to inform the constructs
and their dimensions, namely: Attitudes (Privacy,
Security), Motivation (Self-Experience, Norms) and
Perceived Behavioural Control (Knowledge, Beliefs)
as detailed in Table 1. The purpose of the exit questionnaire is to inform the aforementioned constructs
and their dimensions. Furthermore, this questionnaire follows the app-related questionnaire in
order not to introduce any bias to user responses
on security and privacy perceptions as well as intentions. Note that demographic information is also
collected (see Section 4.3).

4.3. Participants
The study questionnaire has been distributed to 300 participants via Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), a
crowd-sourcing service that is commonly used for
research purposes and is also able to represent a diverse
population sample in terms of age, gender and education
(Komarov, Reinecke, and Gajos 2013; Kang et al. 2014;
Paolacci and Chandler 2014). Qualiﬁed users for our
study have a 95% approval rate, and the 5% of the fastest
responses have been ﬁltered out, thus yielding an average
response time of m = 6.67 minutes with s = 4.4. 52% of
the participants are male and 48% female. Almost half of
the participants (45%) is between 25 and 34 years old,
while 24% belongs to the 35–44 age group. Therefore,
the majority of the participants falls into the age range
that widely uses apps and installs mobile security software. The rest of the sample is distributed in other
age-bins. Most of the participants do not use mobile
security apps (82%), however, the 85% evaluate themselves as conﬁdent and expert computer users.
4.4. Data analysis
The basic goal of the study is to shed light on the factors
that aﬀect the (i) intention to install mobile security
applications as well as (ii) privacy invasion and (iii)
security perceptions. Therefore, we test the aforementioned Dependent Variables, one in each model, while
controlling each time for all the remaining constructs
of Table 1. In all three models the constructs of Intention, Perceptions and Intervention and their dimensions
are represented by one variable in each case (note that for
security perceptions we only use PS1 variable in the
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models due to the strong correlation(rS = 0.49,
p≪.0001) between PS1 and PS2), thus they are all used
in the analysis without any further manipulation. However, for the constructs of Attitudes, Motivation and Perceived Behavioural Control and their dimensions there
are multiple items that constitute each construct. Those
variables within each construct often present high correlations with each other, potentially leading to multicollinearity issues. In addition, our intention is to create few
representative factors for each construct, but more
importantly preserve the most of the information contained in each single item (this would be not possible
using a variable selection strategy). Furthermore, by
gathering all the information derived from single-item
questions we manage to reduce the size of the data and
provide succinct models.
For all the above reasons we decide to reduce the dimensionality created by the multiple Likert items measuring
similar concepts, and thus we apply Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) (Jolliﬀe and Cadima 2016; Neill 2008). Our
goal is to come up with speciﬁc factors holding the underlying dimensions we wish to control for: Beliefs, Norms,
Experience, Knowledge, Security Attitudes, and Privacy
Attitudes. Security Attitudes are represented by only one
question variable (SA1); hence, this variable is not included
in the factor analysis. As seen in Table A2 of Appendix 2,
the factor analysis yields six factors. We have used a wellrecognised criteria for the factorability of a correlation
(Neill 2008). The Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin measure (Kaiser
1960) of sampling adequacy is 0.82, thus signiﬁcantly
above the commonly recommended threshold of 0.6, and
the Bartlett’s test of sphericity (Kaiser 1960) is signiﬁcant
(x2 (378) = 19.727, p,.05). The diagonals of the antiimage correlation matrix are also all over 0.5. Moreover,
we observe from the outputs for components 1 to 3 and
5 that 80% of the selected items load higher than 0.70 on
the designated factor and at the same time load less than
0.30 on other factors, and also the outputs represent clearly
and independently the predeﬁned concepts’ factors.
Components 4 and 6 show the lowest cohesion
(Cronbach′ s alpha,,0.8), indeed Knowledge and
Experience questions fail to create meaningful factors.
Therefore, for the representation of Self-Experience we
use the raw question (SE1). Regarding Knowledge, only
the component ‘Knowledge 2’ has a relative high
Cronbach′ s alpha = 0.562, 0.8, but still less than the
recommended one, thus we decide to control for Knowledge by using factor 5, but also the raw question from
another component (K6). We use a weighted average
of the items belonging to each factor, based on the loading scores.
Data are analysed using Cumulative Link Mixed Models
(CLMMs) to deal with the ordinal response variables. We
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have also tested an approach based on Linear Mixed
Models (LMMs), yielding very similar results. To understand how user’s perceptions and willingness to install
are associated with the actual security and privacy invasion
levels of the apps under study, we assess the diﬀerences and
trends that emerge between the diﬀerent computed ‘objective’ levels and those answers (i.e. Likert data). To do so, we
use the non-parametric Mann–Whitney U test, which
measures distributions location shift.
All models are built in R (Christensen 2018) and use
the probit link function since it is more adequate with
random eﬀects, large samples, and when all the dependent variables have an underlying continuous concept
(i.e.Likert item 1–7) (Hahn and Soyer 2005). Dependent
variables in all models are ordinal, while the independent
variables with ordinal nature are treated as latent
continuous.

5. Results
5.1. Intention to install
Regarding the Intention to install security apps, the results
shown in Table 2 conﬁrm the ﬁrst hypothesis, showing that
the security perceptions per app has the strongest signiﬁcant eﬀect, thus positively aﬀecting the willingness to install
the security application (H1.1). Speciﬁcally, a unit of
increase of the Perceived Security, increases the odds by
91% (i.e. 1.91 − 1 = 0.91; eb=0.65 = 1.91) for the willingness to install (i.e. a shift to a higher level). The ﬁtted CLM
model with dependant variable Intention to install and the
eﬀects of the independent variables are summarised in
Table 2, yielding a Nagelkerke pseudo R2 of 0.48 when
compared to a null model. Note that the independent variables are the result of PCA yielded factors and variables as
explained in Section 4.4. The variance of the random eﬀect
Table 2. Observed eﬀects of CLM model for the dependent
variable Intention to install a security application.
Parameter
Security Level=[High] a
Security Level=[Low]
Privacy Invasion Level=[High] a
Privacy Invasion Level=[Low]
Beliefs (factor 1)
Norms (factor 2)
Privacy Attitudes (factor 3)
Security Attitudes (SA1)
Knowledge (K6)
Knowledge 2 (factor 5)
Self-Experience (SE1)
Perceived Privacy Invasion PP1 (per app)
Perceived Security PS1 (per app)
Privacy Assignment=[High Invasion]

Estimate (β)

Std. error

0.22∗∗
0.21∗∗
−0.20
0.32∗∗∗
−0.0004
0.24∗∗∗
−0.15
0.22∗∗∗
0.03
0.06
0.14∗∗∗∗
0.19∗∗∗∗
0.65∗∗∗∗
0.15

0.07
0.07
0.13
0.09
0.08
0.06
0.09
0.05
0.04
0.11
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.16

Notes: Variables signiﬁcant at p,0.0001 are marked with ∗∗∗∗ , at p,0.001
with ∗∗∗ , at p,0.01 with ∗∗ , while at p,0.05 with ∗ . Marginally signiﬁcant
variables are marked with # at p,0.1.a Medium is used as a reference level.

that participants introduce has been captured in the model
and has a signiﬁcant eﬀect. Regarding users’ general dispositions about security, Security Attitudes positively aﬀect
(e0.22 = 1.24) the installation of security apps. This
means that the safer a user feels to share data, the more
probable it is to install a security application.
Perceived Privacy Invasion negatively aﬀects the willingness to install the security application, thus conﬁrming H1.2. In particular, every unit of increase in the
perception of the user for the privacy invasion of a
speciﬁc application decreases the odds to install it by
18% (e−0.19 = 0.82). This could mean that users, who
believe that an app collects too much personal data, are
less willing to install it.
In our study, we also measure Motivation, deﬁned by
(i) Self-Experience, and (ii) Social Norms. Self-Experience positively aﬀects the intention to install the security
apps; a unit of increase on experiencing more privacy
intrusiveness incidents increases the odds of installing
security software by 15% (e0.14 = 1.15). A similar eﬀect
is observed regarding the Social Norms among close contacts: they are found to signiﬁcantly and positively aﬀect
the intention to install the security application. A unit of
increase in the Social Norms (Norms) increases the odds
(e0.24 = 1.27) of yielding a higher intention level for
installing. This could mean that being aﬀected more by
own social ties’ decisions, increases the odds of installing
security apps. Knowledge and Beliefs were found with no
signiﬁcant eﬀect on the intention to install.
5.2. Assessing security and privacy invasion levels
of applications
Mobile security apps vary depending on the security features they oﬀer and the personal data they require to
have access to. The more secure an application is, the
more willing are users to install it. The security intervention is signiﬁcant: the coeﬃcients show that a low security level is associated with a decrease of 19% in intention
to install (e−0.21 = 0.81) compared to a medium security
level, while a high security level increases the odds of
installing security apps by 24% compared to the medium
reference level (e0.22 = 1.24). This tension is clearly
conﬁrmed graphically (Figure 3) by plotting the observed
data and comparing the distributions of the ratings. The
trend is clearly showing that higher security level results
in higher installation preference with signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the security groups.
Turning to the privacy invasion, Figure 3 (right)
shows that users prefer to install apps of medium intrusiveness. The results conﬁrm that low privacy invasion is
associated with a decrease in the odds of installing
(e−0.32 = 0.72) by 28% compared to the medium privacy
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Figure 3. The intention to install as function of Security level perceptions (left) and Privacy intrusiveness perceptions (right). Mann–
Whitney U Test test applied, ∗∗∗∗ p,0.0001.

invasion reference level, while a high privacy level does
not signiﬁcantly aﬀect the choice. It is worth noticing
that users do not prefer the lowest data exposure option:
a plausible explanation may be that users realise that an
app accessing limited data oﬀers less security features
and they seem to consider the oﬀered security level as
very important when installing security apps. However,
we can also see that users prefer the apps with a medium
privacy invasion level (median=5) and not the ones of
high privacy intrusiveness. This could be interpreted as
a statement of the users to mediate data exposure, but
sacriﬁce some of it to obtain a more secure app.

5.3. Evaluating security and privacy invasion level
eﬀects on user perceptions
In this section, we investigate how user security and privacy invasion perceptions per application are aﬀected
by the security and the privacy invasion level of
cyber-security apps (i.e Intervention) as well as by the
user perceptions for security or privacy and all the aforementioned behavioural constructs, respectively. Finally,
we assess the eﬀect of our Privacy Assignment
manipulation.
Hence, we ﬁt two CLM models to explain the security
(Nagelkerke R2 = 0.28) as well as the privacy invasion
(Nagelkerke R2 = 0.40) perceptions of users both
measured in a 1–7 Likert scale (see Table 3). Note that
the independent variables are the result of the PCA
yielded factors and variables as explained in Section
4.4. For both models, the random eﬀect created from
participants is captured and found signiﬁcant.
Regarding security perceptions, the question each participant has answered for each security application is: ‘The
app can protect me from hackers’. As expected, security

Table 3. Observed eﬀects of the CLM models for each dependent
variable: (i) perceived security and (ii) perceived privacy per
application.

Parameter

Perceived Security
[per app]

Perceived Privacy
Invasion [per app]

Estimate
(β)

Estimate
(β)

Std.
error

Std.
error

Security Level=[High]
0.24∗∗∗
0.06
−0.05
0.07
0.07
0.26∗∗∗
0.07
Security Level=[Low]
0.80∗∗∗∗
0.12
Privacy Invasion Level=
0.06
0.09
0.67∗∗∗∗
[High]
∗∗∗
∗∗∗∗
0.1
0.3
0.09
Privacy Invasion Level=[Low]
0.4
0.08
Beliefs (factor 1)
0.05
0.06
0.15#
0.05
−0.15∗
0.06
Norms (factor 2)
0.11∗
0.08
0.71∗∗∗∗
0.09
Privacy Attitudes (factor 3)
0.29∗∗∗
∗∗∗
∗∗∗∗
0.04
0.21
0.05
Security Attitudes (SA1)
0.13
0.04
Knowledge (K6)
0.04
0.03
0.11∗
Knowledge2 (factor 5)
0.04
0.09
0.01
0.1
0.04
Self-Experience (SE1)
0.03
0.031
0.13∗∗∗∗
Perceived Privacy Invasion
−0.02
0.02
PP1 (per app)
Perceived Security PS1 (per
−0.02
0.02
app)
∗∗
0.15
Privacy Assignment=[High
−0.10
0.13
0.40
Invasion]
Notes: Variables signiﬁcant at p,0.0001 were marked with ∗∗∗∗ , at p,0.001
with ∗∗∗ , at p,0.01 with ∗∗ , while at p,0.05 with ∗ . Marginally signiﬁcant
was marked with # at p<0.1.

mobile apps that have low security level (i.e. fewer security
features) decreases the odds of rating them as protective
by 55% compared to the medium reference level
(e−0.8 = 0.45). On the same pattern, apps with high security level increase the odds by 27% to be ranked as secure by
the user (e0.24 = 1.27) compared with the medium security reference level, conﬁrming H2.1. Thus, our security
intervention is found signiﬁcant for low and high level,
meaning that users understood the score and the visualisation regarding security.
Interestingly, security apps that have low privacy invasion level are less probable to be rated as more protective
(e−0.4 = 0.67) in comparison to a medium privacy
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invasion level. This perhaps shows that an app with low
personal data access requirement could be considered as
less secure. Comparing Tables 2 and 3, we observe that
security and privacy invasion levels have similar eﬀects
to both intention to install and security perceptions,
meaning that those two notions are being managed by
users similarly.
Regarding the control variables it is worth noticing
that Security Attitudes (SA1) are measured in terms of
how safe users would feel about giving information to
mobile security apps. It turns out that the more safe
users feel with sharing data to mobile apps, the more
probable it becomes to rate an application as more safe
(e0.13 = 1.13). Privacy Attitudes factor consists of questions where high scores express user considering privacy
preservation important. We observe that users who value
privacy as very important are more probable to rate an
application as secure (e0.29 = 1.33). This may suggest
that for users who wish to keep their privacy intact,
their security perceptions are more probable to be
increased by installing a cyber-security application, i.e.
they may rely more on it. Finally, being aﬀected more
from own social ties increases the odds of rating an
app as more safe.
As we can see from Table 3, users strongly consider as
intrusive the apps with a high privacy invasion level,
since it increases the odds (e0.67 = 1.95) of scoring
higher in Perceived Privacy Invasion by 93% (H2.2).
While the apps with low privacy invasion levels decrease
the odds that a user rates them as intrusive by 27%
(e−0.3 = 0.74) compared to the medium privacy invasion
reference level. This tension is conﬁrmed also graphically
by Figure 4 (right), where we can observe that for all the
diﬀerent levels of privacy invasion the majority of the
users rate them as intrusive (median value is equal to

5). This means that the baseline of intrusiveness is
quite high for all the apps of diﬀerent invasion levels.
Clearly users consider all levels as rather invasive, however as we move to higher levels the ratings concentrate
on the high intrusiveness values and the groups signiﬁcantly diﬀer. Moreover, we observe that the apps of
low security level are more likely to be considered by
users as less invasive (e−0.26 = 0.77) when compared to
the medium reference level. This may be another manifestation of user feeling that low security level is connected with low data intrusiveness. Concerning the
controls of this model we denote that Privacy Attitudes
factor, i.e. user valuing privacy as important, positively
aﬀects the characterisation of an application as more
invasive (e0.71 = 2.03), increasing the odds of scoring
high in Perceived Privacy by 103%.
Our manipulation to assign users in groups (Figure 2)
based on the privacy invasion level of the apps (half of
the users rated only highly invasive apps, while the
other half rated all privacy invasion levels), keeping
security stable (viewing all three levels), has an eﬀect
only on user Perceived Privacy Invasion (e0.40 = 1.49),
but not on security perceptions (Perceived Security) or
on the intention to install a cyber-security application.
This result indicates that users evaluating only high privacy invasive apps of diﬀerent security levels have a very
high baseline about personal data consumption for all
the apps. This may have made users to rate the personal
data consumption of the apps even higher, but it has no
eﬀect on the willingness to install an app and on the
security perception. In addition, users who have selfexperienced security or privacy violations tend to rate
the apps as more invasive (e0.13 = 1.13). Finally, an
increase of users’ Security Attitudes, meaning users that
would feel more safe to share data with mobile apps,

Figure 4. The security perceptions (Perceived Security) per app as a function of the security level (left) and the privacy invasion perceptions (Perceived Privacy Invasion) as function of Security (left) and Privacy Invasion (right) level. Mann–Whitney U Test applied,
∗∗∗∗
p,0.0001.
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make them more likely to consider cyber-security apps as
less invasive (e−0.21 = 0.81).

6. Discussion and conclusions
In this paper, we analysed the mechanisms and factors
behind the willingness to install mobile security apps.
We examined not only privacy and security perceptions, attitudes, self-experience, knowledge, and social
norms, but also considered the actual privacy intrusiveness and security features of real apps. We have exposed
our participants to an informed decision-making process where they are able to express their willingness to
install cyber-security mechanisms with varying levels
of privacy intrusiveness and security. At the same
time, we are able to observe the installation intention
as well as to measure the eﬀects of several factors on
privacy intrusiveness and security perceptions: speciﬁcally, the impact of personal experiences regarding
privacy and security, their knowledge on technology,
and the impact of social norms.
Our results show that users focus their attention more
on security than on privacy when evaluating cybersecurity apps. In addition, the Security score is found
as a signiﬁcant factor to explain the Intention to install
as well as security and privacy perceptions. For instance,
the security level of the application has an increasing
positive eﬀect on the installation as it gets higher. Similarly to previous studies, privacy was found to play
only a marginal role in smartphone users’ selection of
apps (Henke, Joeckel, and Dogruel 2018). These ﬁndings
are supported also by the recent work of Wottrich, van
Reijmersdal, and Smit (2018), showing perceived intrusiveness has a negative eﬀect on mobile app users’ intention to accept permission requests and that privacy
concerns are negatively related to permission acceptance
intention. However, this study also ﬁnds that users perceive the app value as the more important factor. Chin
et al. (2012) also demonstrated that while individuals
are concerned with privacy on their phones, the majority
of them are comfortable with using location services
because of their perceived utility. Similarly, Reuter
et al. (2019) have found that app data sensitivity does
not play an important role for users’ choices for security
mechanisms (e.g. information, biometric, token-based).
We also found that privacy intrusiveness has a nonmonotonous eﬀect on the willingness to install the application. Apps of medium privacy invasion level are preferred by users for installation (see Figure 3), while
apps of low privacy invasion level, are not considered
safe enough (see Table 3). From this combination of
results, it seems that users are ready to make trade-oﬀs
and sacriﬁce part of their privacy in order to gain
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additional security features. In our study, for a given
security level of an application, users considered the
more invasive applications to be more secure (high and
medium privacy invasion levels are more selected than
low ones for all the security levels). These interesting
ﬁndings show that low privacy invasion has a negative
eﬀect because it can signal that the cyber-security system
provides less security.
The willingness to install the application was also
aﬀected by the users’ privacy attitudes and personal
experience. While privacy attitudes about keeping privacy found more intact to adversely aﬀect the decision
to install security mechanisms, personal experience of
privacy and security incidents had a positive eﬀect.
These insights may reinforce the need to provide users
with clear information, in addition to their attitudes.
Strengthening privacy in the mobile environment
can be approached by diﬀerent ways. One could think
about the re-identiﬁcation risks and thus use anonymization and aggregation techniques (de Montjoye et al.
2013). Also controlling the re-identiﬁcation of location
and contact data could reduce the risks and sensitive
communication patterns that may be monitored could
be obfuscated or aggregated, and systems’ access to
them could be controlled (Toch et al. 2018). Moreover,
privacy may be strengthened during the data generation
by minimising their collection and reducing data that is
collected by privileged apps. The main idea here is
allowing the user to control and to understand the
rationale behind the data collection. Our ﬁndings
point to the power of consistent visualisation frameworks on users’ decision-making. Frameworks such as
those by Kelley, Cranor, and Sadeh (2013) or Chong
et al. (2018) have suggested that by presenting privacy
information in a clear fashion, users chose apps that
request fewer permissions. We extend these results
also to present security information, and show that
these visualisations have a clear impact on users’ intentions. We, therefore, argue that mobile operating systems and similar platforms should try to incorporate
these visualisations to facilitate a more informed
decision-making process among users.
In this study, we have demonstrated an innovative
approach to visualise real security and privacy information, incorporating a visual language at the same
frame to represent aggregated scores for diﬀerent
data types. Our ﬁndings show that participants understood well the design of the display: however, the security icons are better understood whereas the
permissions’ framework requires a further investigation. Hence, application designers and developers
may adopt the privacy/security design to better inform
users about the features oﬀered and the data usage. The
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General Data Protection Rules (GDPR) moves in the
direction of privacy-by-design and increased user
awareness and control (Eur 2016). Users should be
part of this trade-oﬀ between security and privacy
and have the tools to make easy decisions about the
privacy implications of the cyber-security technologies
that they install. Our work paves the way for further
steps towards reaching a clear presentation of privacy
implications of cyber-security tools. Future studies
may gain further insights and examine the actual
installation of security apps rather than the participants intentions.
Finally, our study could be replicated by following a
similar strict experimental protocol. Future research
may consider diﬀerent participants or mobile security
applications’ samples, diﬀerent levels of privacy and
security, and diverse contexts. In terms of conﬁrmability, our outcomes are derived from regression models
(Section 5); in almost all cases, independent variables
were informed by several item-questions (Appendix
Table A1), collapsed into factors through PCA (Section
4.4) and not by using single item-questions for representing a construct. Regarding the constructs used as
dependent variables (i.e. Intention, Perceptions) we
repeatedly measured user privacy and security perceptions as well as intentions over a randomised set of
real applications, covering wide security and privacy
levels combinations based on our Intervention (Section
4.1). Our approach also captures user feedback by using
several mechanisms such as randomised mock-ups
evaluation and answering multiple questions for similar
contexts, thus reducing the generated noise during data
collection and increasing credibility. Furthermore, we
apply validation processes (pilot for mock-ups) and in
the analysis we treat variables in their physical ordinal
nature. The study depends on public data for the scores’
computation and well-known validated constructs for
informing the variables.
Our ﬁndings have some implications for regulation
and policy. Our results point to the uniqueness of
cyber-security systems. Similarly to previous ﬁndings
(Clarke et al. 2016), where users are ready to opt-in for
somewhat invasive security countermeasures (e.g. biometrics) to strengthen security, we see that users take
diﬀerent trade-oﬀs when making decisions about security applications. Given the shortcomings of notice and
consent in privacy (Nissenbaum 2009), we argue that
regulators and policy-makers should set speciﬁc frameworks for regulating cyber-security applications. As privacy signals are perceived diﬀerently by users for cybersecurity, a regulatory framework should include stricter
rules on how information can be processed and constraints on the use of the data.
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Appendices
Appendix 1. Questionnaire and mapping
A.1. Questionnaire
Table A1. Description of the items in the questionnaire corresponding to the constructs and their dimensions of Table 1.
Construct

Dimension

Intention to install mobile
security app
Attitudes

Motivation

I1 -- I would consider installing this app

Security
Privacy

SA1- I would feel safe giving information to mobile security apps
PA1-I believe that online privacy is invaded when control is lost or unwillingly reduced as a result of mobile
applications collection of data and information PA2- It is very important to me that I am aware and
knowledgeable about how my personal will be used by mobile apps PA3 Mobile apps should take more steps
to make sure that unauthorised people cannot access personal information in their databases/servers. PA4-To
me, it is the most important thing to keep my privacy intact from mobile apps
SE1-How frequently have you personally been the victim of what you felt was an improper invasion of privacy
SE2- How much have you heard or read during the last year about the use and potential misuse of the
information collected from the Internet
N1- People who inﬂuence my behaviour would think that I should install mobile security apps N2-People who
are important to me would think that I should install mobile security apps N3-My friends think that I should
install mobile security apps N4- Generally speaking, I want to do what my friends think I should do
PS1- The application can protect me from hackers PS2- The application protects against viruses
PP1- The application collects too much personal information about me
Be1-If I wanted to, I could easily manage apps on my own Be2-To what extent are you familiar with the
permission requests and the types of data the mobile apps collect Be3- I am familiar with the mobile security
apps beneﬁts Be4-I know about countermeasures for keeping the data on my device from being exploited
Be5-I know about countermeasures to protect myself from a monetary loss when using mobile apps. Be6-I
know about countermeasures to prevent my IDs or Passwords being stolen
K1-I use a PIN or pass-code to unlock my mobile phone K2-When someone sends me a link, I open it only after
verifying where it goes K3-I verify that my anti-virus software has been regularly updating itself K4-Suppose that
an app asks to register and to provide personal information. When asked for such information, what proportion of
the time do you falsify the information K5-To what extent do you pay attention to read the privacy policy before
installing a mobile application K6-To what extent SIM card number can aﬀect the privacy of the user
Calculated security score
Calculated privacy invasion score

Self
Experience
Norms

Perceptions
Perceived Behavioral Control

Security
Privacy
Beliefs

Knowledge

Intervention

Items

Intention

Security level
Privacy
invasion

Note: Questions were adjusted to the context of this study.

Appendix 2. Factor analysis
Table A2. Factor analysis outputs.
Pattern Matrix
Likert
Item

Component
1

Be5
0.8
Be6
0.86
Be4
0.84
Be2
0.71
Be3
0.71
Be1
0.61
Norms
N2
0.026
N3
0.056
N1
0.006
N4
−0.095
Privacy
PA4
0.05
Attitudes
PA2
0.05
PA3
−0.0.9
0.03
PA1
Knowledge1
SE1
0.018
K6
0.05
Knowledge2
K3
0.10
K2
−0.03
K5
0.3
Knowledge3
K1
−0.07
SE2
0.023
K4
0.25
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Oblimin with Kaiser Normalisation.
Rotation converged in 8 iterations.
Beliefs

2

3

4

5

6

−0.023
−0.097
−0.02
0.033
0.174
0.044
0.92
0.92
0.91
0.59
0.07
0.116
−0.03
0.096
0.09
0.075
0.092
-0.04
0.02
0.08
−0.09
0.04

−0.01
−0.024
−0.09
0.097
0.065
0.04
0.05
0.05
0.023
−0.15
0.84
0.82
0.79
0.74
−0.21
0.28
−0.006
0.11
0.00
−0.09
0.27
−0.02

0.011
0.03
0.03
−0.05
−0.19
0.08
−0.01
−0.07
−0.004
0.4
0.06
−0.14
−0.18
0.17
0.75
0.56
−0.24
0.12
0.4
−0.06
0.19
0.14

−0.07
−0.12
−0.12
0.11
0.06
0.07
−0.02
−0.02
0.03
0.003
−0.02
−0.11
0.014
0.04
0.11
−0.15
−0.78
−0.71
−0.48
−0.22
−0.067
0.24

−0.1
−0.12
0.000
0.18
0.17
−0.01
0.03
−0.03
0.05
−0.09
−0.1
−0.42
0.12
0.03
0.13
0.06
0.2
0.05
−0.09
0.76
0.58
0.47

Cronbach’s
alpha
0.875

0.871

0.830

0.288
0.562
0.389

